Introduction
We investigate the performance of flow control and error control protocols and their role in controlling congestion. We address two kinds of packet errors: (a) independent errors and (b) dependent errors. The latter kind are those which are caused by congestion in the system. We consider the go-back-n and the selective repeat protocols for error recovery. The flow control strategy that we study is the sliding-window protocol where we vary the window size as the control parameter. Our performance measure is the expected time and the standard deviation of the time to transmit a large message, consisting of N packets.
Previous studies have focussed on either flow control or error control strategies, see for example [Mor 88, MLS 89, TW 79 and Zwa 851. The complexity of analyses has usually precluded simultaneous study of both. One of the main results in this paper shows that under some circumstances the two issues are quasi-independent.
For example, to study throughput versus window size for the sliding window flow control protocol using the go-back-n error control strategy, we can study the flow control issue using window models of varying complexity and then combine these results with the term representing the cost of errors due to go-back-n.
We next develop a framework to evaluate the two retransmission strategies in presence of windows when packet errors are congestion-dependent.
Earlier work on retransmission strategies, for example [MLS 89, TW 79, Zwa 851 , have assumed the independence of errors. If the cause of packet errors is random noise in the communications channel, then this is a reasonable assumption. However, in most networks, such random errors are extremely infrequent as compared to packet failures due to lack of availability of buffers because of congestion [Jac 881. This introduces complications in that the premise of independent packet failures is no longer valid. In fact, it is more likely for a failure to occur when one has already occurred than when none has occurred. In our study, we assume an error function p(o), where o is some relevant 'congestion information'.
We then compare the two retransmission strategies for different error functions in the presence of window flow control. In particular, we show when an increase in window size can cause a sharp degradation in performance, and how the two retransmission strategies perform in such a case.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model we use in this the paper. In Section 3, we demonstrate the orthogonality property of sliding window with respect to go-back-n retransmission for exponentially distributed transmission times. A similar study with deterministic transmission times is deferred to the Appendix. In Section 4, we present the analysis of the go-back-n protocol with sliding windows and congestion-dependent failure rates. The same study is conducted for selective repeat in Section 5. Section 6 compares the two retransmission strategies with numerical examples and finally, we present the conclusions we draw in Section 7.
The Model
Without loss of generality, we assume that the transmission of a packet at the sender takes time l/Xl, when it. has permission to transmit. We consider two different distributions for X1: deterministic and exponential. At the lower levels of protocol stack that we are interested in, we expect the coefficient of variation of X1 to be in between that of these two distributions.
Our assumption of deterministic and exponential distributions for Xi should then give us optimistic and the pessimistic bounds on performance.
The performance measures of interest are the statistics of the time to transmit a large multi-packet message consisting of N packets. The sender has a window of size w. This is the upper limit on the number of packets that it is allowed to transmit without waiting for an acknowledgment. The sliding window protocol, in conjunction with the go-back-n and selective-repeat retransmission strategies works as follows. When a packet successfully reaches a receiver, it is always ACKed if it is 'in-sequence'. An error is detected a.1. the sender by either a timer interrupt or by a NACK from the receiver. At this point, if the sender backs up to the first packet in error and restarts the transmission, the strategy is referred to as go-back-n [Tan 811. If, on the other hand, the sender retransmits only that packet which is in error, the strategy is called selective-repeat.
The state machine of goback-n is simpler than selective repeat. So, it is of interest to engineers and researchers to see if one can get away with this simple strategy.
As mentioned in the previous section, we address two kinds of packet errors: (a) independent errors and (b) dependent errors. The latter are assumed to be caused by congestion in the communication channel. We assume that. if the current 'congestion state' of the system is cr, then j)(o) is the probability that a packet transmitted now will fail. III the absence of much knowledge of the background traffic iu the network, we encode only the information pertaining t.o the current transmission activity in a, much like in BPU 881. Thus, for selective repeat, we assume p(a) = p j, k), t where j is the number of outstanding ACKs and k is the number of failures that have already taken place but not yet recovered from. For go-back-n on the other hand, all failures after the first one and before its detection are irrelevant.. We therefore ignore the k-component and assume p(u) = p(j), where j is the number of packets with outstanding ACKs.
Let wmo+ > w, where w is any window size that we consider. Since p( j, k) increases monotonically with both j and k, we may approximate it with an n-degree polynomial as follows: The j outstanding ACKs and k undetected failures could take away a maximum of j + k buffers. In addition, k itself indicates the level of 'badness' of the congestion. Thus we may write p(i, k) = PO + 2 i=,~i(E>i +qGkJi where po is the intrinsic failure rate of the network and the other terms are due to congestion. The higher the degree n, the sharper is the increase in p(j, k) with j and k. The constants ai and bi are positive and are such that 0 < p(j, k) 5 1, i.e.
PO + e(~i +bi) 5 1 i=l 3. Independent packet errors
In this section, we assume that packets fail independently of each other. Our goal is to show that sliding window flow control and go-back-n retransmission are orthogonal issues in the sense that they can be studied independently and the results can be put back together in a simple way. Previously [MLS 891, we had seen that this result was true when the window did not close. We extend that result here, for the more realistic case when the window may close, even with high probability.
First, let us assume that the transmission times are exponentially distributed. If the place RdytoSend has a token, the sender can send a packet provided the place CreditsAvail has a token too. The mean time to send a packet is l/Xl. At that time one token from each of the above two places are removed; one is added to the place WaitAck where the sender waits for an acknowledgment.
Another is added to the place CreditsUsed which is subsequently used by the receiver of the data. The transition RecuData can fire when the receiver has a token in RdytoRecv and a token is available in CreditsUsed. Upon receipt of the data, the receiver sends an acknowledgment packet which takes a mean time of l/X4. Note that there are no errors in this model. For future reference, we shall call this Model I.
In Figure 3 .2 we have the GSPN model of the same sliding window protocol but this time it includes the goback-n retransmission strategy. In case of an error, all the packets from the first packet in error are retransmitted.
In a real implementation of the protocol, all packets following the erroneous packet will be discarded at the receiver. In the petri-net model, we suppress their transmission altogether by providing the inhibit arc from the failedwait place into the transmit transition. Although a packet could have failed at different places in transit, we take the total probability of its failing (and its ACK failing) and lump that probability of failing as p as shown in Figure 3 .2. In our numerical examples later, we assume that both data ant1 ACK packets have the same probability of failure, po, so that p = 1 -(l -PO)'. A successful packet follows the same path it9 in Model I. In case of a failure, a token is deposited in the place failed Wait. This inhibits further transmission at the sender. After a timeout interval of r, the token in restored to the RdytoSend place and normal transmission can begin. All the packets that would have been transmitted after the erroneous packet. and before its retransmission would be retransmitted anyway under the go-back-n strat.-. . .
egy. This Justifies the inhibit arc at the transmit transition. Of course, in so doing, we are ignoring the loading effects of these packets at the receiver. The infrequency of t.hcsc events should make this approximation reasonable. Let p be the probability of failure of a packet or its ackuowedgment, and let q = 1 -p. Then in [MLS 891, it was sho\vn that if the windows never closed then where Np/q is the expected number of errors in go-back-11 and r is the expected cost per error. This result holds even for generally distributed processing and transmitted t.ilnes. Our first goal in this paper is to investigate the validity ol this result when the window does close. We shall show that Equation 3.3 holds approximately even in this case. We also present conditions under which this relation will be exact. Note that E[TN, E no rrOPS 1 is computed
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from an ] error free model. The significance of this result is that. we C:I II actually analyze sliding window flow control and go-ba.ck-11 error control as two simplified separate models and put the results back together in a simple way.
Analysis of Model

II
In this sub-section, we present the analysis oYP,~~,>] using the more detailed model in In Tables 3.1 through 3.6, we present the time to transmit 64 packets as calculated by the two models. We vary the parameters p, r and W. We assigned measured values of Xl, X2, X3 and X4 as reported in [Zwa 851. Thus, X1-l = time to copy a data packet from the sending host's memory onto the wire = 2.17 msec The time to complete an N-packet transmission is obtained by first solving the two GSPN models and then using their outputs as inputs to Equations 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. It can be readily seen that the time predicted by extrapolating Model I (in accordance with Equation 3.3) is remarkably close to that obtained by solving Model II (cf. columns 4 and 6 in Tables 3.1-3.6). This is in spite of the fact that the probability of the window closing or the probability of being in the jailedwait state are not insignificant (see columns 2 and 5). We also vary po from low2 to 10w5, and r from 10 to 1000 to show that this assumption is valid for a wide range of parameter values.
Let us now consider conditions under which the two models would be equal. 4. go-back-n with sliding-window when errors are non-independent We now investigate the more interesting case whcu packet errors are correlated.
It has been argued Persiasively by many researchers that packet losses in networks arc not independent of each other. The reason for this is tha!. in today's networks, the dominant loss of packets is due IO buffer overflow at either the receiver or at some intermcdint,e point. Characterizing the nature of this dependence remains an open research problem. In this section, we assume that. the probability of a packet loss at any time is proport.ional to the congestion in the system. For lack of anything bet.-ter, we represent 'congestion' by the number of outstanding acknowledgments.
We assume no knowledge of other fa.ctors like congestion created by background network traffic, the number of receive buffers or other hardware characteristics. However, given a particular system configurat.ion a.ntl background traffic, the congestion level should be an increasing function of the number of packets which are still in 111c pipeline.
We next derive the expected time to transmit N packets with sliding window using a Continuous Time Markov Process. The state of the system consists of a pair of toples (i, j) where i is the number of packets that will not require retransmission and j is the number of these i packets wl~osc acknowledgments are still outstanding. Clearly j 5 IO, if tltc window size is 20. In addition, we have the states fi corresponding to the states where an error occurs after i pscket.s have been successfully transmitted (see Figure 4 .1).
The sender transmits with a mean rate X, and the a.cknowledgments return with a mean rate /I. Our hypothesis is that a packet fails with probability p(j) in state (i, j), where j represents the level of congestion. If the transmission is going to be successful (ultimately), we designate the next state as (1,l) .
Else, the packet will fail and the next state is fo. The rate into (1,l) is Xq(0) and that into fo is Xp(0). 0 nce a packet fails, we assume that it is detected after a mean time l/7. Therefore, in Figure 4 .1, we denote the rate from fu to (0,O) by 7. The rest of the arcs in the figure follow a similar argument. Note that for all j, a failure transition from (i, j) is into fi and the recovery arc from fi is only into (i, 0) . Th is is a property of the go-backn protocol: all the packets which are transmitted before a failure are represented by i. By the time the sender detects the failure of packet i + 1 and acts upon it, the outstanding acknowledgments of all packets up to packet i must have returned to the sender for it to consider packet i + 1 as the first failure and the point of beginning a retransmission.
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We 
results for independent packet error for go-back-t1 with windows (Section 3). In fact, it can be shown that E[Q, gbn] = E[TN, noErrors] + O(p)
Again, we have omitted the detailed analysis here.
Selective
Repeat with non-independent errors and sliding-window In the Selective Repeat Protocol, the sender retransmits only those packets which are in error. We represent the state of a given transmission by the triplet (i, j, k) where i is the number of packets which have been successfully ACKecl, j is the number of (ultimately successful) packets whose acknowledgments are outstanding and k is the number 01 packets which have been transmitted but will fail a.ncl thei failure is not yet detected by the sender. We assume t.hat packet losses are more predominant than bit errors. Thus in state (i, j, k), we assume that the probability of a packet failing depends on j and L and we denote this probabilit) by p(j, k). Also, let q(j, k) = 1 -p(j, To model a window of size w, we have the constraint. j + k < w for all states (i, j,k). If a new packet is trill\+ mitted from (i, j,k) (all owed only if j + li < w), the new state could be either (i, j + 1, k) or (i, j, I; + 1) depending on whether or not this transmission will ultimately be SIICcessful. The corresponding rates are Xq(j, k) and Xp(j, X:) respectively. If an acknowledgment comes back (with ra.te ,eLaek) in state (i, j, k), the new state is (i + 1, j -1, I;). If a failure is detected and the packet is successfully tra.nsmitted, the new state is (i, j + 1,5 -1). We assume that the mean rate at which a packet error is detected in state (i, j, k) is given by ~~~~(1"). Th is completes all the states to which a transition may occur from state (i, j, I;). The states from which one may enter state (i, j, L) are shown in Figure 5 .1 as a mirror image of the exit arcs. In the subsequent discussion, we drop the subscript ack from pack.
One interesting property of the Markov process in Figure 5 .1 is that no state may be visited more than once. To prove this formally, let us consider each of the possible exit states out of (i, j, k) separately. (i + 1, j -1, k) represents a state in which i + 1 acknowledgments have already returned. We cannot ever get back from here to a state where there are only i successful acknowledgments.
(i, j f 1, k) and (i, j, k f 1) represent a new transmission from state (i, j, k). A reduction from j + 1 to j in (i, j + 1, k) will increase i. A reduction in k + 1 in (i, j, k + 1) will increase j to j f 1 which will in turn increase i. Finally in csse of a transition to(i,j+l,k-1), a new failure will increase k -1 to k giving (i, j+l, k) , but then we have seen that (i, j+l, k) can never return to (i, j, k) . This finally proves that state (i, j, k) can be visited at most once, i.e. the Markov process of Figure  5 .1 is a directed graph with no cycles. This will help simplify the computation of the mean time to absorption, as we shall see shortly.
The rate of recovery from an error, pLpet(k), satisfies the relation pret(l) < pLret(k) s kpLret(l). The analogy here is to a 'First Come First Serve' scheduling of recoveries (the first inequality) and an 'Infinite Server' scheduling (the second inequality).
To In the Appendix, we present a method for determining the variance of the time to absorption.
The fact that the state transition diagram is a directed graph with no cycles helps reduce the complexity of that solution too, significantly.
Numerical Results
In this section, we compare the relative performance ol the go-back-n and the selective repeat protocols when errors are dependent on congestion. The performance measure of interest is the expected time to transmit N packets. We also investigate the standard deviation of this measure to see how much confidence we can have on the expected value. If we set p(a) to be degree zero (cf. Section '2) we have p(o) = po, which is independent of the congestion level and is hence the intrinsic packet error rate. In most networks, po -lo-". In this case, we do not expect the relative performance of go-back-n and selective repeat to be very different [MLS 891 .
To get the performance figures, we need the values of X, p, 7 and p,,t(k).
Let X, the transmission rate of packets, be the same as that in the petri-net of Figure 3 .1. Since /L will, in general, depend on w, we have approximated it by tlrc inverse of the average round-trip delay of packets in Figure  3 .1. This is only an approximation, because the round-tril) delay we obtained from Figure 3 .1 was a steady stat.e va.lue, whereas now we are dealing with the transient case. However, it should give a relative performance estimate for 111~ two retransmission strategies, as the window size changes. Also, we set y = pret (l), and pret(iE) = kpret(l).
This lat.-ter approximation may favor Selective repeat somewhat. Iti our experiments, we set y = X/100.
The interesting case with respect to errors is when they depend on the congestion level of the system. Therefore, we next consider p(a) to be of degree one, i.e., we let
Here al represents the effect of depletion of resources a.s the number of outstanding packets and their acknowledgnlellcs increase. A higher value of al will correspond to a lowt!~ availability of buffers due to congestion. bl, on the ol11c1 hand, represents the decrease in service quality given t.l~a( an error has occurred. Clearly, we expect bl to be mac11 higher than al. This is because once an error has occurred, we are more likely to be in an acute shortage of buffers, t.han otherwise. Table 6 .1 tabulates the expected time to transmit N=G4 packets with go-back-n and selective repeat when al = IO-" and bl takes values from 0 to 0.8. The effect of bl is seen 1.0 be negligible in this case, even for high values of bl. This is because al is so low that it is unlikely that the j -t li packet.s will have much effect on p(j, k) when k = 0. Since p(j, 0) remains low (see Equation 6.1), the likelihood of hitting a state with k > 0 is very low, and so the effect of bl is negligible for this case.
Increasing al does inflate the expected time, a.s we call see from Table 6 .2, where we have put al = 10-l. The effect is more pronounced for larger window sizes as one would expect: the larger the window size, the larger the potential for congestion, and larger the potential for error. What is interesting, and not necessarily obvious, is the sharp degradat.ioll in performance as seen in Table 6 .2. This is the network equivalent of thrashing.
From Table 6 .1, we note t.hat. t.l~e expected time decreases at first with respect to window size but then starts increasing again, implying that there is an optimum point for the window size. In Table 6 .2, t.hat. ol)-timum is for w = 1. Thus the optimum point of opera.t.ing the window will change for different values of al. We are far from being the first to discover the potential for congestion as window size increases: Jacobson, Ramakrishnan and Jain, [Jac88, RJ88], have proposed dynamic window algorithms for the same purpose. Our contribution, however, is to quantify the effect of window size on the congestion level, and to corroborate the fact that larger windows do have a detrimental effect on performance when the network is congested (i.e., al is high).
In Tables 6.3 and 6.4, we tabulate the standard deviation of the time to transmit N=64 packets for the same two values of al as before. Notice that the standard deviation also gets worse with higher al, and this effect is again more pronounced for larger windows. A comparison of go-back-n and selective repeat shows that go-back-n performs roughly equal to selective repeat when bl = 0.5. One would normally expect selective repeat to perform better if bl is low, because that implies that an error does not significantly affect the 'state' of congestion. If, however, bl is high, transmitting more packets when an error has occurred can only worsen the congestion in the network. Clearly, we can expect goback-n to perform better under this circumstance.
We should emphasize however, that the jury is still out because we do not yet know the exact nature of the error function.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented the analysis of the go-back-n and selective repeat retransmission strategies in conjunction with sliding-window flow control. The analysis was carried out to specifically account for packet errors which may not be independent of each other.
We discovered that when packet errors are independent, go-back-n retransmission strategy and the sliding-window flow control strategy can be treated as orthogonal issues in that the total expected time to transmit an N-packet message is approximately equal to the sum of the two separate results obtained by modeling each of them independently of the other.
We also developed a framework to evaluate the two retransmission strategies in presence of windows when errors were correlated in that back-to-back errors were more likely. The performance measures we considered were the expected time to complete an N-packet transfer and its standard deviation. We modeled the congestion dependent errors with a function p(a). The choice of retransmission strategy will depend on this function. We tried some alternative functions for p(a) to show how the two protocols compared. In particular, we saw that, irrespective of retransmission strategy, the expected time as well as the standard deviation of the time to transmit N packets increased sharply if the window size were large in the face of heavy congestion. This was the network equivalent of thrashing. We also showed the relative merits of the two retransmission strategies in this case. If the congestion level was low, (cf. al small in Section 6), the two retransmission strategies performed similarly. Under heavy congestion, it all depended on the value of the probability of back-to-back errors, which we accounted for by the parameter bl. If back-to-back error probability was high, (i.e. bl large), go-back-n performed better than selective repeat. For lower values of bl, however, selective repeat was found to be better.
And in both cases, the degradation due to large windows was much more pronounced, suggesting that flow control, and not retransmission strategy, is really the important issue under congestion.
We have however, not addressed other possible err01 characteristics, like for instance, systematic errors. Consiclcl for example a faster sender overflowing a slower receiver's buffers in a 'systematic way', like making it drop every i'" packet. Selective repeat will certainly perform better in this case, However, if this is a regular occurrence, one should probably look more closely at the flow control algorithm than the error control one.
Determining the congestion function p(o) is at the moment an open problem. It will probably depend on details of the system architecture like the number of buffers at each point in transit, the timing characteristics of incoming autl outgoing links, the background traffic, etc.
The performance of flow control strategies also needs I o be investigated.
We are currently investigating the perfor,-mance of dynamic window flow control strategies aud hol)c to report the results soon.
[ We show in this appendix that for deterministic transmission times and delays, sliding window flow control and go-back-n retransmission strategies are quasi-independent. In particular, we bound the possible error resulting from the use of an error free component and an error-relatedcomponent. Figure B .l shows the timing diagram of a typical sequence of packet transmissions when there are no errors. All times shown have been normalized to a packet transmission time or a slot. We assume in the subsequent analysis that. all times are integral multiples of a slot. Here N, the t.ot.al number of packets is 12, the window, w = 5, and roundtrip time, r is equal to the timeout, T = 6. The total time to transmit the 12 packets is 20 slots. When the ronntlt~rip time, T < w, the window will never close. Its performance, studied L [MLS 891, was shown to obey the orthogollil.lit.> property (Equation 3 .3 of the Section 3). Here, we consider the case T > w, i.e., the window does close. The t.imc to transmit N packets when there are no errors is now gi,cll by (see Figure B. The reason for this difference is the dichotomy in E(lll>l-tion B.l. When Packet 3 fails, there are 10 more pa.cket.s that need to be transmitted, and 10 mod w is zero (t.hc \vill-dow size, w = 5). H owever, when Packet 2 fails, there are 11 packets remaining at the beginning of the retransmission and 11 mod 5 is not zero. In general, if the remaining nllmber of packets are not exactly divisible by w, a cost of T is incurred as one would expect. However, if a packet failllre causes the remaining number of packets to be exact. Table 3 .2: N=64, pO=lO-'. ~=100 Table 3 .3: N=64,p,=10-2, t=lOOO
Model I II Model II Table 3 .4: N=64, p0=10m3, ~1000 Table 3 .5: N=64,p0=104, ~1000 Table 3 .1: N=64, P~=IO-~, ~=10 Table 6 .3: Standard deviation of the time to transmit N=64 packets. a,=lOA w-=20. Table 6 .4: Standard deviation of the time to transmit N=64 packets. a,=lO-' w-=20. ets is now 25 and not 26. This is because the remaining number of packets at the begining of the retransmission of Packet 3 is 10, and 10 mod w = 0. This causes one slot to be 'gained' from 26.
